Enhanced Efficiency of an Enzyme Cascade on DNA-Activated Silica Surfaces.
In nature, compartmentalized and spatially organized enzyme cascades are utilized to increase the efficiency of enzymatic reactions. From a technologically relevant perspective, synthetic enzyme systems have to be optimized with emphasis on enzyme activity, productivity, scalability, and ease of use. But the underlying principles and relevant parameters that lead to an enhancement of the activity of enzyme cascades through spatial organization are still under debate. Here, we report on the 10-fold activity enhancement of the GOx-HRP enzyme cascade for the oxidation of luminol, when the enzymes are colocalized on micron-scaled solid scaffolds. Both enzymes were initially assembled and concentrated on DNA origami rectangles and finally further concentrated on the surface of silica particles. We show that each particular component of the designed system contributes to the activity enhancement. Furthermore, we measured an influence of the silica particle length scale on the total productivity by a factor of 5-10, but to a lesser extent on the maximum enzyme activity. Our findings demonstrate that micrometer-sized scaffolds can be used to enhance the efficiency of enzyme-cascades by at least a magnitude and that solid-phase scaffolds enable scalability for technological applications.